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Jane King for the NASDAQ Marketsite: An interview not just for those in the US. 
 
After a series of technical and administrative hurdles and the renewed delay of 14 days, it finally 
gets down to business. The marketing for our ICO started about a week ago - and immediately bore 
fruit! 
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In the middle of New York's Broadway is the NASDAQ Marketsite building. On the ground 
floor, almost in the middle of the sidewalk, is the famous television studio. Right there we sat 
down and were allowed to report from our plans for the recently launched GAIA Projects 
ICO. 
Approximately 6 minutes were scheduled, almost 20 minutes have become. And it was an 
exciting 20 minutes. Together we explain why this ICO makes sense for all parties. A key 
issue is closing the gap between inventors and potential customers, who are not interested in 
risk financing - but only in a marketable series product. 
 
Here, from our point of view, there is the greatest need for clarification, and that's exactly 
where our ICO comes into its own: with the ICO, we finance the laboratory conditions for an 
independent, reliable and reliable "proof of concept". This functional and stress test can then 
undergo any new and incredible technology for a defined period of time. If this functional test 
ends in a positive light, we invest the funds for the first series production and set the course 
for potential international investors and other locations. 
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The Infinity SAV magnet generator will also undergo this 14-day functional and stress test before the first 

order confirmation leaves our house! We know that many are already waiting for it - especially those who 

have invested their trust with us in the past. Nevertheless, just for that and here again: 

The special conditions for all AuKW customers apply only until 31.12.2018. 
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Explanation: 

 

Our "GEP Token" is a crypto currency with payment function - and is based on the 

established ERC20 smart contract protocol. This so-called smart contract is therefore 

referred to as "smart", because in retrospect, there are no possibilities for modification or 

adaptation. That which was previously agreed upon and fixed is also valid afterwards! (So do 

not be considered by politicians as the preferred instrument for election promises in the 

future). When programming this currency, we provided a fixed condition for the AuKW 

customers, which can no longer be adjusted. If you are interested in this special condition, 

please contact Roberto Reuter of GAIA BEFORE 31.12.2018. The settlement and granting of 

the special condition by GAIA Projects Ltd. - Malta, exclusively through and through GAIA 

Austria. 
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